This paper is concerned with the rolling of a homogeneous ball with slipping on a uniformly rotating horizontal plane. We take into account viscous friction forces arising when there is slipping at the contact point. It is shown that, as the coefficient of viscosity tends to infinity, the solution of the generalized problem on each fixed time interval tends to a solution of the corresponding nonholonomic problem.
Introduction
This paper investigates the motion of a dynamically symmetric (in particular, homogeneous) ball rolling with slipping on a uniformly rotating horizontal plane.
In the case where there is no slipping, the motion of the ball is subject to an inhomogeneous nonholonomic constraint, which corresponds to the condition that the velocities of the contacting points on the surface of the ball and the rotating plane be the same. In this case, the system is linear and admits explicit integration (see, e.g., [1] [2] [3] and references therein). The trajectories of the center of mass of the ball relative to a fixed reference system are circles, and the ball moves with constant angular velocity, which depends only on the angular velocity of the surface on which the ball rolls, and on the radius of inertia of the ball.
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On the other hand, when the ball moves, for example, on a fast rotating plane, slipping may be observed at the contact point. In this case, at the point of contact with the plane, from the plane the ball is acted upon not only by the normal reaction, but also by the friction force.
In this paper, we assume that the friction force is viscous, that is, it depends linearly on the velocity of the contact point relative to the rotating plane and has an opposite direction.
Taking into account viscous friction forces leaves the problem linear and, as in the nonholonomic case, the system can be explicitly integrated. In addition, as the coefficient of viscosity tends to infinity, the solution on each fixed time interval tends to a solution of the corresponding nonholonomic problem.
We note that a similar result was proved in [4] for a Chaplygin sleigh executing inertial motion on a horizontal plane, and in [5] for a ball moving on the surface of a rotating cylinder. The correctness of such a passage to the limit from dissipative holonomic systems to conservative nonholonomic systems in general form is discussed in [6, 7] .
The theoretical results obtained supplement the models of motion of a ball without slipping on a rotating plane [2] . The problem under consideration is of great importance for applications. On the one hand, the dynamics of the ball with slipping and viscous friction is described by a linear system of differential equations which is investigated by standard methods of linear algebra and of the theory of ordinary differential equations. On the other hand, the motion of the ball with slipping on a plane can be observed in an experiment. Using high-speed cameras and modern methods of processing experimental results, one can verify the adequacy of the friction models used.
Equations of motion of a ball moving with slipping on a rotating plane
Consider the motion of a homogeneous ball of mass m and radius R with slipping on a horizontal rough plane. The plane rotates with constant angular velocity Ω about the axis coinciding with the external normal to the plane (Fig. 1) . To describe the dynamics of the ball, we define a fixed (inertial) coordinate system Oxyz in such a way that the plane Oxy is parallel to the plane of motion of the center of mass of the ball and the axis Oz is directed along the external normal γ to the plane of motion, g = (0, 0, 1).
In the chosen coordinate system, the position of the center of mass of the ball is defined by the radius vector r = (x, y, z), the free-fall acceleration vector has the form g = (0, 0, −g), and the angular velocity of the rotating plane on which the ball rolls is Ω = (0, 0, Ω) ( Fig. 1) .
In this paper, we assume that the ball moves without loss of contact with the plane (z ≡ R), with slipping at the point of contact. At the contact point, the ball is acted upon by the viscous friction force:
where μ 0 is the coefficient of viscous friction, u is the velocity of the contact point on the ball relative to the rotating plane. Let v denote the velocity of the center of mass of the ball relative to the fixed coordinate system:
Changes in the linear and angular momenta of the ball relative to its center are described by the Newton -Euler equations:
where I is the central tensor of inertia of the ball, ω is the angular velocity of the ball, and N = (0, 0, N) is the reaction force acting from the plane and directed along the normal to it. The velocity u of the contact point located on the ball is given by
In what follows, we will write all variables and equations in dimensionless form. To this end, we take the radius of the ball R as the unit of distance, the quantity 1/Ω as the unit of time, and the mass of the ball m as the unit of mass, that is, in Eqs. (1.1)-(1.4) we make the following change of variables:
(1.5)
Substituting the expression for u (1.4) into the system (1.2)-(1.3), we obtain a closed system of nine differential first-order equations (in dimensionless variables): 6) where k = I/(mR 2 ) and k = 2/5 for a homogeneous ball. According to the condition of motion without loss of contact,ż ≡ 0. Then, projecting the first equation of (1.6) onto the axis Oz, we find v z = 0,v z = 0. Thus, from the projection of the second equation of (1.6) onto the axis Oz we find the reaction force
The projection of the third equation of (1.6) onto the axis Oz has the forṁ
that is, the vertical projection of the angular velocity of the ball remains unchanged.
We finally find that the system of equations (1.6) reduces to a linear system of six differential first-order equations relative to the vector of the variables
which can be represented in matrix forṁ
where L is a 6×6 block matrix, I is a 2×2 identity matrix, and J ij = −ε ij3 .
Remark 1.
Since the vertical projection of the angular velocity ω z = (ω · γ) remains unchanged and does not appear in the system (1.7), the behavior of the other quantities describing the motion of the ball does not depend on its value. This implies, in particular, that the motion of a rubber ball with the additional constraint ω z = (ω · γ) = 0 [8] is a particular case of the system of interest. The situation where the phase flow of one (nonholonomic) system is a particular case of a more general (Hamiltonian) system on a specific integral surface is also considered in [9] .
Explicit integration
The eigenvalues λ j of the matrix L satisfy the equation
where we have introduced the following notation to abbreviate the formulae:
Equation (2.1) has two zero roots which correspond to two linearly independent eigenvectors forming the kernel of the matrix L: e 1 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0), e 2 = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1).
In this case there exists a family of fixed points of the system (1.7)
where x c and y c are independent parameters defining this family. For fixed (x c , y c ) a fixed point of this family corresponds to a state of the system in which the center of mass of the ball does not move relative to the fixed reference system. In this case, the plane rotates under it so that the ball rolls without slipping. That is to say, the ball has a constant angular velocity that (in dimensional form) is related to the angular velocity Ω of rotation of the plane by
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The nonzero roots of the characteristic polynomial (2.1), i.e., the roots of the polynomial P 4 (λ), are pairwise complex conjugate and have the form
where i is a complex unit. The real parts α 1 , α 2 and the imaginary part β of the roots of the polynomial P 4 (λ) have the form
We see that, according to (2.2) and (2.5), the following inequalities are satisfied (see Fig. 2 ):
Thus, the fixed point z c (2.3) is an unstable focus. According to (2.4), the solution z(t) of the system (1.7) is the sum:
where x 0 , y 0 are the constants defined from the initial conditions, C j , j = 1 . . . 4 are the complex constant vectors defined in terms of the eigenvectors of the matrix L and from the initial conditions z(0). Within the framework of this paper we do not present them explicitly, since they are cumbersome in form. We present only the expressions for x 0 , y 0 , which are expressed in terms of the initial values of linear v x (0), v y (0) and angular ω x (0), ω y (0) velocities:
According to (2.6) and (2.7), the solution of the system (1.7) is the sum of the constant term (z 0 ) and the oscillating terms (z + and z − ). The frequency of oscillations of these terms is the same and equals β, the amplitudes are monotonic increasing (e α 1 t ) and decreasing (e α 2 t ) functions.
A characteristic time dependence of the increasing x + and decreasing x − terms in the solution for the function x(t) (the first coordinate of the vector z) at different coefficients μ 0 is presented in Fig. 3 . It can be seen that under these initial conditions the decreasing term (x − ) gives a contribution to the general solution only at the initial stage, for the time that does not exceed the period of one complete oscillation of the coordinate x(t). We show that the solution (2.7) is analogous in the general case as well.
To this end we calculate how many times N the amplitude of oscillations e α 2 t of the term z − in one period T = 2π/β will decrease:
According to (2.5), the ratio in the exponent is
Therefore, for one period of oscillation the amplitude of the term z − decreases N > exp(2π) ≈ 535 times. Thus, as shown in the example in Fig. 3 , the term z − decreases to insignificant values in a time interval less than one period of oscillations. Thus, under given initial conditions the solution of the system (1.7) is defined, except for a short initial period, by the increasing terms z + . This corresponds to the motion of the center of mass of the ball in a monotonically untwisting spiral around the projection of point z 0 onto the plane Oxy. Examples of trajectories of the center of mass of the ball for different coefficients of friction are given in Fig. 4 .
The motion described above is similar to that of the ball on the plane if one incorporates the moment of resistance to rolling which is proportional to the angular velocity of the ball [2] . But in this case the untwisting of the spiral occurs much faster (see also [11] ). which describes exactly the rolling of a homogeneous ball in the case of a nonholonomic dissipation-free model of motion [1, 2, 10] . Thus, the nonholonomic constraint that arises in the case of a ball rolling on a rotating plane can be realized by means of viscous friction forces and corresponds to the case where the coefficient of viscous friction is equal to infinity.
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